**Step 1 - Determine Compatibility**

- **Glide Track Length**: Measure your desk depth to ensure glide track will fit. Glide track length must not exceed desk depth.
- **Keyboard and Mouse Tray Width**: Measure your workspace to ensure it will accommodate the total keyboard and mouse tray width.

**Desk Configurations**
- Diagonal or Curved Corner
- Straight
- 90º Corner

**Glossary of Terms**
- **Automatic Lock**: Platform locks in place instantaneously after movement.
- **Glide Track**: Track length determines workstation compatibility.
- **Height Adjustment**: Positions platform above or below mounting surface.
- **Keyboard Tray**: Wide range of height and tilt adjustability for maximum comfort.
- **Manual Lock**: Platform locks in place after manual adjustment.
- **Mouse Platform**: Allows personalized mouse placement for increased comfort.
- **Tilt Adjustment**: Lever or knob provides negative keyboard platform adjustment.

**Step 2 - Select Desired Adjustability**

- **Keyboard Tray Height Adjustment**: Automatic or manual lock.
- **Keyboard Tray Tilt Adjustment**: Positions keyboard at a negative tilt.
- **Mouse Platform Adjustability**
  - **Horizontal**: Platform can be positioned over numeric keypad.
  - **Vertical**: Platforms can be lowered and raised for maximum comfort.

**Comfort-Lift™ System**
- Total mousepad adjustability: height and tilt.
- Warning Trak™ keeps the mouse from sliding off the tray.
- Expanded mousing surface accommodates Fellowes Gliding Palm Support.

**Step 3 - Consider Additional Comfort Features**

- **Health-V™**: Fellowes Patented Health-V™ Channel relieves wrist pressure to help prevent carpal tunnel syndrome.
- **Microban® Antimicrobial Protection**
- **Anti-Slip Pads**: Prevent frustrating slipping and undesired keyboard movement.